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ABSTRACT
This paper illustrates how the concept of mobility can be used to consider how contextual factors shape user requirements for mobile ICT. The spatial, temporal and contextual mobility of construction professionals is described based on fieldwork conducted within the UK. A distinction between the mobility of workers when they are operating remotely within a geographically distributed team and when they are working cooperatively with others co-located on site is reported. The implications of this finding are discussed in relation to the mobile ICT needs of construction professionals.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Mobile information and communication technologies (ICT) offer great potential to improve business processes within the construction industry. Construction professionals are highly mobile – they are often based in temporary offices on site (figure 1); can spend considerable time traveling between sites and often roam extensively on site. Effective mobile ICT can potentially increase the quality of construction work (e.g. adherence to design specifications), and reduce time and costs by streamlining processes and reducing re-work (e.g. access to late design changes) [1]. Mobile ICT solutions have been implemented successfully within the industry, and some have even achieved a return on investment within one year [5, 13]. However, a more general observation by [2] suggests that the uptake of innovative ICT within the construction industry is disappointing given the research effort involved and the multi-million pound nature of many of the commercial contracts.

![Figure 1: Site offices can be basic](image)

Key barriers to mobile ICT adoption have meant that the technological capabilities demonstrated by suppliers have often failed to be translated into business impact in the real world. One such barrier is a poor understanding of the real needs of the mobile end user, over and above the provision of connectivity; the digital replication of existing paper-based processes, and the automation of data capture and transmission. Central to achieving efficient, effective and satisfying product solutions is an understanding of the context within which product use takes place [7]. However the sheer variety of contexts experienced by mobile product users makes it very difficult to capture context in a form useful for informing product design [12]. In order to articulate context in a meaningful way, this paper uses the concept of mobility to explore how contextual factors shape current use of mobile ICT within the construction industry. Typical examples of the spatial, temporal and contextual mobility [6,8] of construction professionals are presented. How the mobility of these users could potentially be enhanced through the provision of user-centered mobile ICT solutions is then discussed.

Mobility – the quality of being mobile - has been studied from various perspectives including as primarily a theoretical concept.
resources. Mobility have been used to structure consideration of mobility: dimensions of mobility adapted from Kakihara and Sorensen [8]. The mobility of the construction professionals studied has been process documentation derived from within the COMIT project. Site workers. The data was supplemented by study of business localized and distant communication with colleagues and other and ICT resources were used to support working processes and Special attention was given to examination of how paper based tasks and helping where possible with practical tasks (figure 2).

In the tradition of contextual inquiry [4] the researchers took the stadium, a school extension, a supermarket and city centre offices. The sites visited were diverse including a new football events. The sites visited were varied including a new football construction. COMIT comprised approximately 40 construction companies, IT developers, research and dissemination groups. Two construction processes identified within COMIT as fertile areas for the introduction of mobile ICT formed the basis for this research. These were Health and Safety inspection and Design Problem Resolution.

Contextual interviews were conducted during 6 one day site visits combining observation, discussion and reconstruction of past events. The sites visited were diverse including a new football field, a school extension, a supermarket and city centre offices. In the tradition of contextual inquiry [4] the researchers took the role of apprentices to the construction professionals shadowing tasks and helping where possible with practical tasks (figure 2).

Special attention was given to examination of how paper based and ICT resources were used to support working processes and localized and distant communication with colleagues and other site workers. The data was supplemented by study of business process documentation derived from within the COMIT project.

The mobility of the construction professionals studied has been examined using fieldwork and supporting data. Three interrelated dimensions of mobility adapted from Kakihara and Sorensen [8] have been used to structure consideration of mobility: Spatial Mobility: - the geographical movement of people and related resources. Temporal Mobility – how freedom from linear ‘clock’ time, enabled by mobile ICT is affected by social and cultural dimensions of time that determine how and when it is acceptable to interact with others. Contextual Mobility – how freedom to interact with other people and resources ‘anywhere anytime,’ provided hypothetically by mobile ICT solutions, is tempered by contextual factors that shape whether interaction is possible, desirable or acceptable. Rather than seeking to provide a full theoretical description of the mobility of a specific group of workers, the aim has been to use the concept of mobility as a thinking tool for structuring consideration of context in a way that can be used to effectively inform the design of mobile ICT solutions. Space precludes the presentation of full results. Instead examples are included for each dimension in order to illustrate the approach.

3. RESULTS
Spatial Mobility: The spatial mobility of construction professionals is manifested as travel between sites and central offices and as movement within sites. Sites can be dispersed over a wide geographic area and professionals may be required to visit a number of sites in one day. Others may be based on one site for months at a time. Whilst on site, professionals will usually be based in temporary office accommodation from which they will frequently visit site locations e.g. to monitor activities or troubleshoot problems. Sites can be a few 100 meters in dimension e.g. city centre sites or can stretch for many kilometers e.g. road construction. Movement around site may include climbing to locations high above the ground using temporary walkways and ladders. The physical resources with which workers interact are also highly mobile. The physical layout of each site continually changes as building progresses thereby altering the location of work teams, equipment and tools. Equipment and vehicles are frequently moved between sites to maximize use of expensive resources.

Spatial mobility is therefore intrinsically shaped by the demands of the job. Mobile ICT in the form of mobile phones and laptop PCs have done much to support this pattern of mobility by increasing connectivity to others and to centralized information resources. However use of mobile ICT solutions often takes place within the site office rather than out on the construction site.

Figure 2 fieldwork in progress

Temporal Mobility: The time when construction work takes place is rarely dictated by conventions of the working day. Although most workers will have prescribed working hours, when work can actually take place will be determined by environmental factors e.g. the weather and time of day and by the progress of others. Short winter days will require work to stop when daylight fails and rain or wind can halt many construction processes. However modern construction projects negotiated in a competitive marketplace often face significant time pressures in order to avoid penalties for late delivery. Therefore work may start early and finish late if timescales are tight. Construction also frequently requires the coordination of a number of project teams from different contractors and sub-contractors whose start and end dates for work completion will be dependant on others completing their tasks. Therefore scheduling of activities and resources will often require last minute changes and negotiation between parties within the supply chain. Design changes may be frequent requiring careful version control for documents and drawings. Construction professionals are also likely to experience times when they are unavailable to interact remotely with others. When traveling, connectivity maybe limited to a (hopefully) hands-free
mobile phone connection. When out and about on site, noise, hazards and poor weather may make even phone connectivity impossible or undesirable. The temporal mobility of construction professionals can therefore be restricted by many factors leading to a strong reliance upon asynchronous rather than synchronous communications for both social and business communications.

**Contextual Mobility:** From the time spent on site shadowing and interviewing construction professionals it was evident that the harsh and potentially hazardous environment on site often limited the number of contexts where use of existing mobile ICT solutions was either possible or desirable. Interaction with devices can be constrained by wearing protective gloves for safety or warmth. Two-handed interaction with devices maybe prevented by needing to interact with other resources e.g. paper based plans or when insecurely located on platforms or ladders. Interaction is also restricted by a compelling need to maintain safety by frequently monitoring other activities in the vicinity of use. Other barriers include poor visibility of screen based information due to glare and excessive noise and vibration.

Despite these barriers to interaction, many mobile ICT suppliers have sought to use PDAs and other handheld terminals to provide electronic versions of previously paper based resources. Examples include solutions that offer enhanced efficiency by providing on site access to centralized computer files (e.g. the latest design specifications) and solutions that improve data capture by reducing the need to transfer data from paper to computer at a later time. Well crafted applications will take into account the harsh physical context of use and will seek to minimize interaction through well designed menu structures offering task relevant information rather than direct duplication of PC based applications. However, whilst promising increased spatial and temporal mobility these applications often fail to take sufficient account of contextual factors. For example, where there is no compelling need (at least from the perspective of the end user) to enter data electronically out on site, the fieldwork data showed workers choosing to delay data entry until they returned to the site office (e.g. by scribbling notes on paper or mentally retaining information). This can lead to the paradoxical situation where workers interact with devices with limited functionality designed to be used when mobile whilst sitting stationary in the site office. Applications designed to exploit the enhanced processing power, display quality and interaction capabilities offered by modern laptop PCs are in such cases more suited to the needs of the professional construction worker even though enhanced mobility is neither promised nor achieved.

Leading construction companies use sophisticated ICT applications often supported by broadband connectivity to enhance business processes and effectively manage projects within an extremely competitive and time pressured marketplace. However the weak link in the chain has traditionally been communications to and from the construction site. It is commonplace in the UK to wait several months for telephone and data connections to be provided to a construction site. In the meantime access even to email is problematic and access to the latest versions of project plans and construction specifications may require physical trips to the head office. Not surprisingly, it was evident from the fieldwork that many construction professionals valued **connectivity** over and above **mobility**. Providing wireless broadband to a site office via a laptop can greatly improve working efficiency without the need to pay for and wait for a telecommunication connection. Such solutions provide a valued extension to centralized company networks enabling construction professionals to experience communication and information access that comes close to matching the quality of provision they are used to when based back at head quarters.

A further promise offered by mobile ICT providers is the opportunity for temporal mobility to be extended through the provision of ICT solutions that make construction professionals more accessible regardless of their location on site. However consideration of the fieldwork data has shown that communications to colleagues and other project stakeholders offsite rarely needs to be synchronous as the distributed nature of modern construction processes seldom allows instantaneous decision making. Where direct communication with others off site is required then the immediacy and richness of voice communications in conjunction with supporting emails is again best supported within the relative quiet of the site office.

![Figure 3 sharing digital photos on site](image)

In contrast to the nature of remote working relationships with colleagues off site, interaction with others on site was seen to be very social, predominately face to face and opportunistic. The construction professionals observed within the fieldwork were highly mobile when they needed to communicate with others on site. A large construction site can at anytime contain many teams from different companies whose activities are coordinated by a project manager also based on site. Communications between stakeholders on different teams were observed to take place predominately face to face even when email and telephone communications were available. Similarly when interacting with construction teams in a line management capacity, professionals would tend to wander out to see a foreman or site manager on site when problems arose, showing a desire to deal with issues in situ where it was easier to articulate both problems and potential solutions. Successful construction professionals also demonstrated an ability to negotiate rather than coerce others to comply with regulations or put right construction errors. Strong social skills were obviously an important asset for management personnel when co-operating on site with manual workers used to operating within a harsh and physically demanding environment. Making the best of opportunities to inform and persuade was therefore an important part of on site construction management. Mobile ICT has the potential to enhance such communications. Figure 3 shows a Health and Safety manager using digital images displayed on his camera screen to illustrate a potential safety problem to a site manager. In this circumstance mobile ICT has enhanced the mobility of the user by providing rich contextual information at
the point of need (in this case during an impromptu conversation). The construction professionals’ overt desire to be mobile when collaborating with others on site suggests that there are opportunities to develop innovative mobile ICT solutions that support this behavior. Opportunities include solutions that support face to face sharing of contextual data captured on site but seek to augment this data in ways that can facilitate cooperative decision making or the consideration of design trade offs. For example, in the future location enhanced mobile services could automatically link photos and sketches created on site to plans and drawings relevant to that location.

4. CONCLUSION
Consideration of the spatial, temporal and contextual mobility of construction professionals has identified a distinction between the mobility of workers when they are operating remotely within a geographically distributed team and when they are working cooperatively with others co-located on site. When in the role of remote worker, connectivity rather than enhanced mobility was most highly valued. In this context spatial and temporal mobility is limited by contextual factors that inhibit truly mobile use of ICT. Workers were seen to choose to delay interaction with other people and resources until sitting in the site office rather than interacting with mobile devices when out and about on site. However ICT solutions that provided connectivity between the site office and centralized data resources were widely utilized where available and highly desired when telecommunication services were limited. Therefore mobile broadband solutions offer significant benefits to remote workers but should be envisaged predominantly as a means for extending centralized ICT services to the site office rather than as an opportunity to extend the performance of existing office based tasks into the hostile on site environment. In contrast when working collaboratively with colleagues on site, construction professionals are highly mobile choosing to resolve problems in situ as well as seeking to make the best of social opportunities to influence and inform others as they seek to meet their operational goals. It is therefore suggested that attention is shifted from developing mobile ICT solutions that extend the office network beyond the site office to the identification of solutions that enhance co-operative work on site.

This research has illustrated how structured consideration of mobility can be used as a conceptual framework for informing the design of mobile ICT within the context of construction work. COMIT which is continuing as a self funded network of construction companies, mobile ICT suppliers and other interested parties will provide the opportunity to verify these conclusions as further mobile ICT applications are trialed and evaluated. The research will also be extended to identify whether the mobility characteristics of construction professionals are mirrored by other groups of mobile workers in order to increase the applicability of this work.
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